
132 Next activity will be the dismantling of the low radioactive 
parts of the plant (i.e.boileralandthe ins'filing of te t facilities 
to reduce contamination and activity of components below established 
limits for unrestricted release. Other items will be conditioned for 
long - term deposit. 

A program is under «ay to be settled in order to provide signi
ficant smear teats, specimens and calculations to obtain a full in
ventory of radioactivity of the primary circuit and samples for future 
testing. 

It is also envisaged the convraion of the conventional part of 
the plan into a combined cycle with new gas turbogenerators and reco
very of the exhaust gas heat to produce steam for the original main 
turbines. The plant siting and the steam cycle are strongly in favour 
of this solution. 
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THE ISIS OPERATION: ROBOTICS REPAIR WORK ON THE 
CH1NON A3 NATURAL URANIUM, CARBON DIOXIDE COOLED, 
GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR 
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Abstract 

After describing the upptr internal support structures of 
the CHINON A3 reactor , the problems resulting from their 
degradation due to corrosion and to the difficulties of the 
ISIS operation are presented here. 
The repair method is as follows : all tools and repeir parts 
reach the working area by the feeding-pipes drilled through 
the 7 m thick concrete vessel surrounding the reector core 
the robots handle, into the reactor, the tool heads and the 
repeir parts which are automatically positioned end welded 
around the corroded structure, thus restoring the support 
of measurement devices. The parts are cither linked together 
or to the existing structure by mesne of 2 studs of 12 mm 
in diameter. 
The different phases to sort out a problem are in-core 
topography, reconforming of the full-scale mock-up with the 
repair eree, learning on this mock-up and in-core repair. 
The technical specificities of the robots used era the follo
wing : they have en 11 mete: long, 0.22 meter accross telescopi 
mast with joinced srms reaching a radius of 2.7 m. Then the 
useful load is 70 daN and the repeatability 0.1 mm. 
Different tool hesds can be handled by the robot : 
- telemeter and laser reconstruction it allows to locate 

the in core points and to materialize them on the mock-up 
by a laser croaaed-baams locating technique, 

- scouring it clean* the corroded psrts of the structures 
before welding, 

• welding it sllows the perts handling and the carried 
studs welding, 

- screwing, 
- tensile test : carried out when the stud welds are defective. 
A high level computerized control system is organized around 
a central unit whic>> calculates the displacements of robots 



and synchronises the actions of different tools by communicat. ing 
with several local units. 

A 100 000 hour designing, a 200 000 hour building and assemo 1 ing 
and a «30 000 hour operating on working area «ere necessary 
to repair lb «ut of the 102 corroded structures by fitting 
and welding 205 repair parts. 

I - CIIIWOII A3 M A C T Q H (ft—» I) 

CHINON A3 is a gos-cocled reactor. Its output is about 370 electrical 
MW. ft wo* first connected to the grid in August J966 and haa now been 
operating /or nearly 93 000 hou.-*. 

Figure number I shows the reactor core. The core itself is made of 
graphite (about 10 meters high and 12 meters in diameter), with 9200 fuel 
channels containing 45 900 fuel elements. The core is surrounded by 
prootrswsd concrete, about 7 meters thick. The refueling of the reactor 
(s done when the reactor is in operation, using a special feeding machine, 
through 100 feeding pipes, 7 meters deep and only 247 mm in diameter. 

The steam generators are located on the north and south sides of the 
reactor. 

srnvcwus 
m the upper part of the core, we find an area (IS meters in diameter 

and 3 to 4 meters high!, where the warm carbon dioxide gas circulates, be
fore leaving the core. Hart, its operating temperature is about 3T0mC 
and its pressure 19 atm. 

* i that area, which is the repair area, we find 10t bolted and welded 
mild steel support structures, carrying primary gas sampling tubes (for breach 
clad detection} and thermo-couples. Ail these structures are supported by 
the control rod pipes (see figure JJ. 

m this area, the dose rate is about 100 rod per hour and any human 
intervention is forbidden. 

COMIOgOW (fejure 3) 

These structures have been at lacked over the years bv carbon dioxide 
90s. 
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FIG 1 Preitressed concrete reactor vessel. 
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FIG 8 Ciiinon A3: groups ot pipes and pipe covers 

Shis type of corrosion was discovered in Latino (Italy) and Bradwell 
(U.K.) in the late 60s, This corrosion appears in particular on bolted ana 
welded interfaces. It creates an additional thickness leading to the vpture 
of welds and bolts. 

Figure 3 shows the process of corrosion by carbon dioxide gas. 

Studies in the UK and r'rance have shown that the corrosion speed 
depends on: 

- for CO'; the temperature (corrosion speed doubles each 20"C), pressure 
and hygrometry. 

- for steel: the silicon content (more than.J % in silicon content drastically 
reduces the corrosion speed). 

Unfortunately this is not the case with the upper internal structures 
in the CHINON A3 core. 

The first effects of corrosion were detected on photographs taken 
in the core in J 975. 
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The final decision to repair the CHINON A3 structures wax made in 
1982 for economic, technical and psychological reasons: 

economic: the cost benefit calculation for the repair was positive. 

technical: remote-repair systems were judged necessary for the future, 
based on the size of the French nuclear program. 

psychological: at that ti ne, the PWR program was plagued by equipment 
problems and EOF wanted to demonstrate that major reactor 
repairs Mere not impossible. 

Just after 1975, CHINON A3 's operating temperature was reduced by 
about 25°C. From 1981, each 4 months the reactor was shut down to take 
4 000 photographs of the upper internal structures to monitor the effects 
of corrosion and a study task force was created to define and develop robotic 
systems to repair these corroded structures. 

The main difficulties were: 

. the hostile environment, 

. tool access (see figure 4i, 

. the numerous obstacles in the repair area, 

. the ignorance of the structures'exact position (the corrosior allows 
significant relative movements), 

. the great nun ber and variety of elementary repair actions. 
Each structui 3 is a unique case, with a specific environment, 

. Finally, in 1980, no solution to this problem existed. 

THE ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM 

Figure 5 shows the result obtained after repairing the corroded upper 
internal structures of the CHINON A3 core. We intend to weld, around the 
existing structures, special repair parts. These parts fulfill the following 
requirements: 

- they cor./ine the existing structures, 
- they will ensure mechanical support during SO 000 hours of core 

operation in carbon dioxide gas at 400*C (they are made of a special 
steel with 0.6 % silicon content), 

- they still allow the refueling of the core, 
- they are welded by a special stud welding process. 



FIG 5. Chinon A3: ISIS operation — repair parts for current structure. 

Except for two cases, each repair part is welded on another one, so 
we are sure of non-corroded welding support. F~r the two special cases, 
we weld the part on the existinp corroded structure. Be/ore doing this, 
however, we clean the corroded steel with a special pneumatic tool with 
needles that strip the oxide. Each repair part has two studs of 12 mm in 
diameter. Only one is weeded to support the part. The second one is a 
backup * i case the first one fails, to any case, both studs are welded. 

Repair parts carrying and attachment requires 2 robots, (see figure 6): 

The first one, which previously handled a welding-head, automa
tically catches repair part No.2 delivered to the reactor by a carrier 
running through a feeding pipe. The welding-head was previously delivered 
into the reactor by another carrier running through another feeding-pipe. 

A second robot similarly handles repair part No.J. The two robots 
move towards the structure and part No.I lands on part No.2, which is 
held in place by the first robot to avoid stressing the structure. Then the 
welds are done. 

The repair part carder delivers part No.2 
toTM 1. 

a i 
*5 Kir ^* •IvH^^ 
The repair part carder delivers part No.l 
toTM2. 

Welding of part No. 1 by TM 2 on part 
Na2heldbyTM 1. 

The repair part carder delivers part No.3 
to TM 1. TM2 holds parts 1 andT on the 
structure. 

Docking of part NoJ with TH 1. 

7\ T* 

Welding of part No.3; TM 2 holds parts 
1 and 2 on the structure. 

FIG.6. Chinon A3 — ISIS operation. 



The second robot support's the (wo piece* while the first one handles 
part No.3, landing and welding it on the (wo first pieces. 

Then the robots work in the same way for all other repair parts. 

The approach trajectories of repair parts are automatic, but their 
final docking is achieved semi-automaticaliy by mutual help r*(ween robot 
and operator. The operator receives the following informations; 

- visual (through the monitoring cameras), 

- position in r e g i o n to the structure (by proximity sensors an the 
repair parts). 

- forces on the robot due to the structures (by a force ant torque 
sensor integrated wi the end-arm elements 

Figure 7 shows the general organization of the working reactor area. 

The welding control is dene by recording the current, the voltage 
and the arc duration during the welding process. We also record the 
penetration of the studs in the molten metal. Hundreds of tests have been 
made to determine the best values of all these parameters corresponding 
to a good stud welding. 

To attain such a result in this reactor, we need several phases: 

- mapping the areas to be repaired, using a telemetric head 
(video camera), 

- reconforming the full-scale mock-up with the repair area 
(a dedicated hail was built for this purpose close to the reac
tor to house the mock-up, three robots, their carriers and 
accessories, etc.), 

- learning on this mock-up all repair phases (except the weld) 
for each structure with the real repair parts used later in the 
reactor, 

- finally, the in-core repair itself. 

m the reactor, we need: 

- 2 main robots (mapping or repairing), - I scouring head, 
- 2 head-tool carriers (one per robot), - I screwing head, 
- I repair parts carrier, - I tensile test head, 
- 1 telemetric head, - 2 video monitoring robots, 

137 - 2 handling and welding heads, - the computerized control system. 
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FIG. 7 Chinon A3: ISIS operation — general organization of the repair area. 



In the mock-up, we need: 

- 3 main robots (one operates the reconforming session in half 
of the mock-up, while two others team the repair phases in 
the other half. 

- 3 head-tool carriers, 
- 3 repair parts carriers, 
- I laser reconstruction head, 
- 2 simplified handling and welding heads, 
- 2 video monitoring robots, 
- the computerized control system. 

These working areas are operated at the same time by shift workers. 

V - TOOLS (figure 8) 

S.i - The main robot, which welds the pieces in the core, is made by the 
French company HISPANO SUIZA (subsidiary of the state-owned 
aircraft engine builder SNECMA). It consists of a telescopic mast 
(7.5 m length) with a Jointed arm (2.5 m length). Its total weight is 
about 3 metric tons. 

(mast: 2.75 tons, arms and joints: .25 ton). 

This robot has 8 degrees of freedom: 

'. 'general rotation j * ' e c t " « " movements 

. 3 wrist 1 hydraulic movements 

. 3 elbow 5 (pressure: 180 and 2T0 atm) 

Each degree of freedom is equiped with one, two or three 
resotvers (depending on the required accuracy) that gives the robot 
position. 

The main part of the jointed arm is covered by a collision de
tection system (made of stainless steel sheet metal with stress gauges). 
When the robot touches something in the core with such stainless steel sheet 
metal, the computer detects the variations in stress on the stress 
gauge, stops the robot and in'' ins the operator where the robot has 
touched. 

The robot is able to handle loads of TO daN at 2.7 m from the 
mast axis. 
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FIG 8. Chinon A3: ISIS operation — lower part ol the main robot. 



The repeatability of the arm-extremity is about J mm. At 
the arm-end are: 

- a farce and torque sensor giving the force and the torque 
exerted on the robot, 

- a universal gripping interface allowing tool-heads connection. 

5.2 - The telemetric head (diameter: 240 mm, length: 1050 mm, weight: 
TO daN) is used to determine the exact geometry of the repair area 
by locating specific in-core points. 

ft has two focusing systems: one, 16 mm, which allows the head 
to have a general view of the environment; the second one, 100 mm, 
is used through a rotating mirrors telemeter with coinciding images. 

The total area around the main axis is covered and vision is pos
sible from * 30" to - IS' in relation to a perpendicular plane to this 
main ooris without changing the external shape of the tool-head. 

This system is accurate to within S mm a 300 mm. 

S.3 - The laser reconstruction head (dimensions and weight; same as tele-
metric head) is used in the mock-up to materialize the previous in-
core points by a laser crossed-beams locating technique. The long 
focus camera (of the telemetric head) is here replaced by a laser beam 
generator. It is accurate to within i mm at 300 mm. 

5.4 - The scouring head (diameter: 210 mm, length: 300 mm, weight: 
25 daN) is used to clean the corroded parts of the structures before 
welding. Twelve pneumatic needles made of specially treated steel 
break up th? oxide layer. 

5.5 - The handling and welding head (diameter: 210 mm, length: 250 mm, 
weight: 35 daN) is useu to handle and carry repair parts, and then 
weld them into the required position after docking. 

The repair parts are provided with two cylinders (called "guns") 
containing elastic dishes around the stud. A special device lochs 
the "guns" and prestresses the elastic dishes. Then the parts are 
ready to be carried. 

After correct docking, a step-by-step motor runs the first 
electrode forward to get in touch with the stud which is itself 
pushed against the support. When all required conditions are met, the 
welding cycle starts: preheating, arc, short circuit and stud propul-

139 ston in molten metal. This cycle lasts 1.05 sec. 
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FIG.9. Chinon A3: ISIS robot system. 

5.6 - The screwing head (diameter. 210 mm, length: 400 mm, weight: 
10 daN, tightening torque: 3to 7 m.daN) is used to attach repair parts 
when the welded studs solution is not possible. 

5.7 - The tensile test head (diameters 2lo mm, length: 2S0 mm, weight: 
35 daN, tensile strengths J500 doN)is used when the two welds of 
the repair part don't meet required parameters recorded auring the 
welding cycle (current, arc duration and penetration). 

Figure 9 shows the shape of all these different tool-heads. 

The main robots work with the following secondary robots: 

- the tool-head carrier is a very simple robot (a mast with elevation 
and a rotating motion). It delivers into the core the tool-head the 
main robot needs to work. The robot-tool-head connection takes 
place in the core. 

- the repair piece carrier looks like the tool-head carrier but it 
brings down into the core the different repair parts. The robot 
takes them in the core, automatically, with the welding tool-head. 

- video monitoring robots: these robots (electric with 6 degrees of 
freedom) have been developed to carry video cameras among the 
structures to monitor the main robots. 



| 4 | VI - WOaOT COMMAWO-COWrJKM. SYSTEMS 

Computers play a major role in the repair process. Figure 10 shows 
the command-control architecture with a central unit that is a sort of 
conductor, ft dialogs with several local units driving the different tools 
(main robot, tool-heads, toot-heads and repair piece carriers, etc). The 
central unit calculates the displacements of the main robot and synchro
nises the action of the different tools. Each local unit runs a specific tool 
(sequences, alarms, report to central unit). 

All the command-control is based on 8086 and 8088 units from INTEL 
and the operating system used is MUX 86. 

The central unit is based on 16-bit microprocessors; it has a 640 K 
RAM, a 94 K ROM and a 40 M Winchester disk. 

For the main robot, there are three motion modes: 

J - Manual mode 

Controlled from the keyboard, it allows direct performance of 
an elementary motion joint-by-joint and predetermined linear or angular 
displacements. 

2 - Automatic mode 

The robot runs any trajectory previously learned and recorded 
on a floppy disk. 

Such a mode is operated to link several trajectories previously 
learned, or to reach a known trajectory from any point not too far 
from this trajectory, or to reverse automatically another trajectory. 

To save time during the learning phase, an independant compu
ter system is used to prepare and calculate trajectories. The six 
degrees of freedom of the robot operate simultaneously. 

3 - Automatic sequential mode 

The docking phases are carried out by means of proximity sensors 
(on repair parts) and the robot's force and torque sensor. 

The course of these different phases is planned during the 
learning session; displacements can be: linear, angular, reaching a 
point, a straight line or a pkme. They can also balance a planned 
effort due to the structure. 

The operator, knowing all the information delivered by the 
sensors, can help the robot to achieve each docking phase if required. 

FIG 10 Chinon A3 — ISIS operation. 

VH - SYSTEM OPERATION DATA 

The upper part of the CHINON A3 reactor is composed of 102 support 
structures. Fortunately, only a third of them will hove to be repaired. 
from February 1986 to July 1987 we repaired IS structures. The reactor 
has again been shut down since May 1988. Through October 1988, 7 other 
structures are expected to be repaired. 

From 1989 to the end of life of this reactor (1991), we intend to repair 
about 3 structures per year. 

As of the end of July 1987, about 100 000 hours had been spent on 
design, 200 000 hours on construction and assembly and 450 000 hours 
operating on the working area. 

Today, about 265 repair parts have been fitted and welded on 19 
corroded structures; the average operating time for each robot is about 
10 000 hours. 


